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REDEMPTIVE JUSTICE: AN INTERPRETATION
OF THE CUR DEUS HOMO
The Cur Deus Homo has been the subject of controversy almost
since Anselm completed it in 1098. While the medieval debate largely
centered around Anselm's abandonment of the "rights of the devil"
theme and around his argument for the "necessity" of the incarnation,
modern discussion has sought to determine the sources from which
Anselm drew, the principles on which his argument was based, and the
validity of his "deduction."
Central to these modern discussions is Anselm's notion of the justice
of God. While earlier suggestions of direct and primary dependence on
Roman and feudal legal ideas and practises are generally discredited
today,' debate still continues on the degree to which Anselm's notion is
affected or limited by general or specifically medieval legal and juridical
concepts." In the light of this recent discussion, this paper will first study
1 The older view of Cremer and Ritschl had already been severely criticized
by Harnack and Riviere, both of whom traced the primary influence on Anselm's
notion of satisfaction to the Western Church's developing penitential system. The
fullest recent review of opinions on the matter is John McIntyre, St. Anselm and his
Critics: A Re-interpretation of the "Cur Deus Homo" (London: Oliver and Boyd,
1954). Maurice Nedoncelle's remarks may be taken as typical of contemporary
interpreters of Anselm: " ... le traite de saint Anselme se rattache avant tout a
la foi chretienne la plus et a l'intelligence de cette foi. Si 1'on fait abstraction
de cette source, on prive l'oeuvre du saint de toute sa signification et Ies exposes
qu'on en donne deviennent un tissu de contresens, Mais ces premisses etant bien
posees, nous ne craindrons pas d'ajouter que les realites sociales de l'epoque
expliquent l'attention que le saint accorde a certains aspects du dogme plutot qu'a
d'autres. Nous croyons en particulier que Ie cadre feodal n'a pas He sans influence
sur la facon dont saint Anselme a exprime la hierarchic des personnes et forrnule
les fonctions morales de ces personnes," "La notion de personne dans l'oeuvre de
saint Anselme," in Spicilegium Beccense, I: Congres International du. IXe Centenoire de L'Arrioee d'Anselme all Bee (Paris: Vrin, 1959), p . .35.
2 See Heinrich Ott, "Anselms Versohnungslehre,"
Theologische Zeiischrijt,
13
(1957) 183-99; George H. Williams, "The Sacramental Presuppositions of Anselm'S
Cur Deus Homo, Church History, 26 (1957) 245-74; reprinted as Anselm: Communion and Atonement (St. Louis: Concordia, 1960); Robert D. Crouse, "The
Augustinian Background of St. Anselm's Concept Justitia," Canadian Journal of
Theology, 4 (1958) 111-19; Eugene R. Fairweather, "'Iustitia Dei' as the 'Ratio'
of the Incarnation," Spicilegium Beccense, pp. 327-35; Bruno Korosak, "Le
principali teorie soteriologiche dell 'incipiente e delia grande Scholastica," A nsonianum, 37 (1962) 327-36, 443-466; Rene Roques, "Introduction," in Anselme de
Ccntorbery : Pourquol Dieu s'est Fait Homme, Sources Chretiennes, 91 (Paris:
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the general notion of justice outlined in Anselm's works and then investigate the way in which it functions in the Cur Deus Homo.

I. Tlte Notion oj Justice.
There are, first of all, the general statements in which Anselm argues
that, since justice is one of those qualities which it is better to have than
not to have, God, who is that than which nothing is better, must himself
be just.' Similarly, it is simply that for man to be "'tiona! is for him to
be ahle to distinguish what is just, true and good from what is not.' The
meaning
of justice and
in
these texts.
_ its superiority to injustice are taken for granted
A proper definition of justice is undertaken as part of the De
veritate. A variety of things are COmmonly said to be "true," and in each
case they are "true" because they meet some norm. A proposition is true
when it meets the pUrpose for which it was uttered, that is, when it does
What it ought (debet), namely, "when it signifies the existence of what
does exist."G Such truth is called "rightness" (rectitudo).
Similarly, "we have been given the POwer of thinking something
either to exist or not to exist so that we might think the existence of
What is and the non-existence of what is not"; and a thought is true or
"right" When "it thinks what it ought to" (debet).6
Again, if the devil did not "stand in the truth," it was because he
did not "'II what he ought to have "'lIed-<1d quod scilicet uol••t.tem
acceperat_and so deserted "rightness."7
Again, if to "do the truth" is the opposite of "to do evil," then
doing the truth means doing the good. "But since eV''Yone agrees that
whoever does what he ought to do (debet), does u'e good and does
rightness, it follows that to do rightness is to do the truth."B Actions also
are "true" When they are "right." This is true even of irrational actividu Cerf, 1963), pp, 9-192; R. W. Southern, Saint Anselm ana his Biograp/zer: A
Study 'I Ai,"<UU, Life and Th,ught, 1059.,. 1103 (Crun'""",, At th, Umvmity
Press, 1963); Hans Urs von Balthasar, "La Concordantia Libertatis chez saint
m
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ties: "If fire has received from the one who gave it existence the power
to heat, when it heats, it is doing what it ought" (debet).9 Even the
senses, which seem at times to deceive us, display this "truth" of action,
for whatever mistakes of judgment the mind may make, the senses are
always functioning as they ought (debent) and so always do "rightness".lO
In all of these cases truth is shown to be "rightness", where "rightness" indicates conformity to the reason for which the thing in question
exists. It is presupposed that things do not exist without reason or
purpose and that this reason or purpose imposes an "obligation" (debitum) ;11 when this "obligation" is met, things are "right" and "true".
, Besides this rightness of activity or function, however, there is also
an: "essential" rightness. Whatever exists truly exists only because it is
what it is in the Supreme Truth. Since nothing should be anything but
what it is in theSupremeTruth,
then whatever is is what it ought to be
(debet), and so is "right".l2 "Essential rightness' is the correspondence
of things to the creative intention of the Supreme Truth. Things are
right, then, when they either are or do what they ought.P
There is one major distinction that must be made within this universe
of rectitudines. Some things do what they ought naturally and necessarily, as fire when it heats; others do what they ought freely, as a man
when he does the good." We distinguish these two kinds of "rightness"
when we speak of a man's being "just" when he does what he ought,
butdo not use such language of a rock which falls as it ought.l"
, "Justice", then, is a particular kind of "rightness", "rightness" which
is done voluntarily. but for "rightness" to be "justice" it is also necessary that the debitum be fulfilled knowingly, willingly, and for no other
reason than the fact that this is what ought to be done. "Iustitia igitur est

rectitudo voluntatis propter se servata."16
Now, if rectitudo characterizes all that -is and does what it ought,
9
10

tsu;

5; I, 182:3-4. '
Ibid., 6; I, 183-85.

11 In none of these examples is the debitum [uridlcal; the language may be
ambiguous ("Si enim 'Vere debeo, debitor Sftm reddere quod debeo:" De ver., 8;
I, 188:10-11), but the meaning is not.
'
. On "rightness," there is, a new, book. byR. Poucher, Le Rectitudo chez saint
Anselme. Un itinerair,e augfZstinien de l'ame d Dieu (Paris; .Etudes augustiniennes,
1964) ,which was ,not available for my use.
'
12 De ver., 7; I, 185-86 •.
,18 "Au,t sfZnt at+t/aciunt qupd debent:" De 'veT., 10; J, 190:2.
14 De ver., 5; I, 182:6-10; d. D,econceptu 'lJirgina,liet de, originali peccaio,
11; II, 153:54.
'
,,
'
lIS De 'Ver., 12; I, 192:11-21.
10 Ibid., 2; I, 194:26.
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and if iustitia designates all that willingly does what it ought, can God
who is the Supreme Truth also be called rectitude and iustitia? Anselm
answers affirmatively, but with an extremely important qualification.
For "rightness" and its subdivision, "justice", are defined as conformity
to some obligatory norm or debitum. But if God is rectitudo, it is not
because he owes anything (debet = is under any obligation): "For all
things are under obligation to him; but he is under obligation to nothing;
nor is there any reason why he is what he is other than the fact that he
is."!" Similarly, "rightness of will maintained for its own sake" can be
attributed to God, provided that it is recognized that his "will" and its
"rightness" are l!9..tdistinct and that nothing else maintains his rightness; his rightness maintains itself through itself and for its own sake.l"
Gods' rightness and justice, then, are self-originating, self-sustaining,
and self-measured.
Such statements had already been anticipated in the Monologion,
where Anselm insisted that God's justice is not a quality in which he
participates and which makes him just; rather, God is his very justice.P
To deny this is to detract from his transcendence. This statement, of
course, is only the specific application to justice of the general rule with
regard to God's attributes:
God is his essence, life, reason, wisdom,
truth, goodness, greatness, beauty, etc.20 "You are life and light and
wisdom and blessedness and eternity and many such goods, and yet you
are only the one and supreme good, wholly self-sufficient (tu tibi omnino
su fficiens), in need of nothing."21
God's transcendent self-sufficency is a frequent theme in Anselm's
work.22 Fully to appreciate its implications with regard to divine justice,
it is necessary to review briefly Anselm's notion of freedom.
For Anselm freedom is not the ability to choose between good and
evil. To define freedom in this way is to deny that God and the good
angels are free, for they cannot sin. Anselm's notion of freedom is theo17 "Omnia enim illi debent, ipsa 'Vero nulli quicquam debet; nec ulla ratione
est quod est, nisi quia est." De 'VeT.,10; I, 190:3.4.
IS Ibid., 12; I, 196:1-8.
19 M onol., 16; I, 30-31.
20 Monol., 16; 1,30:32-31:8.
21 Prosl., 22; I, 116:24-117:2.
22 Cf. De casu diaboli, 1; 1,233:16-18; ibid., 12; 1,253:28-32; CDH, II, 10;
II, 108:6-8, and the texts referred to below in the text. McIntyre calls this transcendence God's aseitas and regards it as central to the interpretation of the Cur
Deus Homo,' d. op. cit., 146-51, 165-67, 179-85, 193-94, 203-4. On p. 165 he
indicates the difficulty of finding an English word to cover the number of ideas
represented by Anselm's notion: self-sufficiency, independence, self-origination in
volition, freedom and graciousness.
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logical, and it is defined in close connection with justice: as justice
is rectitude voluntatis propter se seruata, free will is potestas servandi
rectitudinem voluntatis propter ipsam rectitudinem.23 Freedom is freedom for rightness, and "a will that cannot be turned away from the
rightness of not sinning is more free than the will which can desert its
rightness."24 A will made free by justice is free precisely because "no
alien power is able to remove its rlghtness.'?"
Now God, since he is supreme rightness of will itself, is supremely
free, and he possesses his freedom, as his justice, from himself and not
from another." But if even a created will that is just is incapable of
being overcome by some external force, God's unoriginated justice or
integrity "requires" him to be "just in all his ways". If one should wish
to speak of the "necessity" of God's being just, it can only be in the
sense that there is no thing that can bring it about that God should be
unjust.27 Only a will that has lost its "rightness" could tell a lie, for
instance; and God's will cannot lose its "rightness".28 The "necessity"
of God's justice, then, "is nothing but the immutability of his integrity
(immutabilitas honestatis eius) , which he has from himself and not from
another and is therefore improperly called necessity.t''"
It should not be overlooked that in all these considerations Anselm's
notion of justice is completely general. Justice is not defined as the virtue
by which an individual renders another his due. Nor is it defined more
strictly in terms of retributive and distributive justice, as will become
ao
the case after the translation of the Nicomachean Ethics.
Justice is
rectitudo voluntatis, and its meaning might best be translated into
English through such words as "integrity," "authenticity,"
"genuineDe libertate arbitrii, 3; I, 212:20.
Ibid., 1; I, 208:26·27.
25 Ibid., 9; I, 221:18·19.
26 Ibid., 14; 1,226:6-7. The most recent work on St. Anselm's motion of
freedom is Roger Baron, "L'idee de liberte chez S. Anselme et Hugues de SaintVictor," Rechercbes de Theologie Ancienne et Medievale, 32 (1965) 117-21.
27 De concordia praescientiae et praedestinationis
et gratiae dd cum. libero
23

24

arbitrio, I, 2; II, 247:8~11.
28 CDH, I, 12; II, 70:18-20.
29 Ibid., II, 5; II, 100:24-26; cf. also II, 10; II, 108:6-8; II, 16; 121:13-15;
II, 17; 123:27-124:2: constantia seruandi veritatem.
30 Aristotle's treatment of justice was not available in the West until around
1245.For the variety and confusion in earlier discussions, d. O. Lottin, "Le concept
de justice chez les thelogiens du moyen age avant l'introduction d'Aristote,"
Revue Thomiste, 44 (1938) 511-21, reprinted in Psychologie et Morale aux Xlle
et XIlle Siecles. Tome III, Problemes de Morale, Seconde partie, I (Gembloux:
Duculot, 1949), pp. 283-99.
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ness," "probity," etc.St Particular virtues and vices, such as chastity and
envy, are examples of justice and injustice, respectively." Furthermore,
if rightness of will in creatures is measured by reference to the obligations or debita which God's creative purpose has inscribed in things and
persons, then the foundations of justice or morality for. Anselm are
ontological: It is a serious mistake to restrict the notion of debitum and
the corresponding rectitudo to the juridical order."
If this is true of the justice of angels and of men, it is all the more
true of the self-originating and self-measured rightness of will that God
is. Justice is what the always and completely just God wills and does. It
is improper to restrict its meaning more severely in terms of a notion
drawn from law-court or market.
That this is the case emerges very clearly in the Proslogion's discussion of the reconciliation of God's mercy and justice. The problem is,
what kind of justice can it be that grants eternal life to men who deserve
eternal death? "How do you spare the evil, if you are completely and
supremely just?"34 Acknowledging that the answer lies hidden in the
incomprehensibility of God's goodness, Anselm attempts a first reply by
arguing that since it is better to be good to both the good and the evil
than to be good only to the good, God, since he is supremely good, must
be good to both sinners and the just. This answer may be true, but it
does not indicate how justice comes into play. "When you grant good
things to evil men, we both know that the supremely good One has
31 Philippe Delhaye, "Quelques aspects de la moral de saint Anselme," Spidlegimn Beccense, pp. 401-22 presents Anselm's moral doctrine as "une morale de
l'autilenticite" (p. 420); d. p. 403, n.6: "la verite (ous dirions l'autilenticite)."
32 De concordia, III, 4 j II, 268: 13-25.
33 Agreement on this point is becoming generaJ.Cf. DeJhye, op, cit. j von
Balthasar, op. cit., 31-32; Williams, Anselm: Communion and Atonement, p. 40;
Eugene R .: Fairweather, "Truth, Justice and Moral Responsibility in the. Thought
of St. Anselm," in L'Homme et son Destin d'apres les penseurs du Moyen Age
(Actes du premier congres international de philosophie medievale, 1958) (Louvain:
Nauwelaerts, .1960), pp. 385-91; McIntyre, op. cit., 67, 73: "Far too much has
been made by hostile critics of St. Anselm of the commercial and economic implications of the word 'debt.' The primary significance of the term is religious and
moral: a debitum is something I ought to do, an obligation I ought to fulfil, as
well as something I owe. When it is affirmed that st. Anselm defines sin as a
failure to pay a debt, in justice to him we must comprehend within that definition
ail that he intended, and not be content with a caricatu re of an analogy with
financial embarrassment." On the logic of Anselm's use of debere and debitum, d.
Desmond Paul Henry, The Logic 01 Saint Ans,elm (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press,
1967), pp. 191-201.
34 Prosl., 9; I, 106: 18.

willed to do this and wonder why the supremely
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just One could have

willed it. "35
A second approach notes that without justice goodness cannot exist;
in fact, goodness coincides with justice. "If you are merciful because you
are supremely good, and you are supremely good only 'because. you are
supremely just, it follows that you are merciful precisely because you are
supremely just. ... Truly, then, you are merciful because you are just."S6
How mercy can be justice is finally approached in two more subtle
arguments. What could be more just than that God be .so good and so
powerful in act that nothing could be conceived or thought to be better
or more powerful? But this God could not be if he were good only by
punishing and not also by sparing, or if he were to make good men only
out of those who are simply not good (because non-existent; d. Monol.,
69-70; I, 79-81) and not also out of those. who are evil. "In this way
also it is just that you spare the evil and· make good men out of evil
men."37
The other argument might almost be called analytical. What is unjustly done should not be done; what should not be done is unjustly
done. "If therefore it is unjust for you to show mercy to the wicked,
you should not show them mercy; and if you show not them mercy, you
show them mercy unjustly. But if it is wrong to say this, then it is right
to believe that you justly show mercy to the wicked."38
The fact of the matter is that there are two ways in which God is
just. "For when you punish the wicked, it is just because it accords with
their merits; but when you spare the wicked, it is just not because it
befits their merits, but because it befits your goodness.?" God is just
secundum se but not secundum nos when he spares the wicked; and the
measure of this justice is what befits (condecet) his goodness." There is
no contradiction here; "those whom you will to punish it is not just to
be saved; those whom you will to spare itis not just to be damned. For
what you will is alone just, and what you do not will is not juSt."41 The
transcendent rightness of God's will, unmeasured by any norm but itself,
is the criterion of justice and injustice. Nor is this the arbitrary whim of
Ibid., 9 j I, 106:6-12, 19-21.
Prosl., 9 j I, 108:5-9.
37 Ibid., 9; I, 108:11-16.
38 Prosl., 9; I, 108:16-20.
39 Ibid., 10 j I, 108:27-109:1. .
40 Cf. Aquinas' neat re-phrasing of Anselm's thought: Et ideo iltStitia qllandoqlle
dicitur in Deo condecentia suae bonitatis, quandoque vero retribuiio pro meritis.
Sltmma iheologiae, Ia, p. 21, a. 1, ad 3m.
41 P,·osl., 11 j 109:16-19.
85
36
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some feudal lord-there are enough texts to prove that Anselm was no
voluntaristw=but the mystery of predestination by the all-just will of
him "all of whose ways are mercy and truth" and who "is just in all
his ways."43
Now, in this whole argument the problem arises because of a
restrictive notion of justice, conceived in terms of appropriate rewards
and punishment. Anselm's several replies refuse this restriction of divine
justice. Perhaps the most significant of his arguments, then, is the
"analytical" one: iuste fit quod debet fieri, where the deb ere is grounded
only in the supreme and unfailing rightness of God's will and can be
determined by wh~"befits God's goodness't.v
42 For example, CDII, I, 8; II, 59: 11, "The will of God is never irrational,"
ibid., I, 12; II, 70: 14-26.
43 Chapter 11 of the Proslogion is devoted to reconciling the apparently contradictory ouctoritates of Ps 24: 10 and Ps 144: 17. For general background on
Anselm's use of Scripture, cf. Gregoire, "L'utilisation de I'Ecriture chez saint
Anselme de Cantorbery," Revue d'Asceiique et de Mystiq2te, 39 (1963) 273-93.
44 An extremely illuminating background for Anselm's general notion of justice
can be found in Giorgio Del Vecchio, Justice: An Historical and Philosophical
Essay, ed. A. H. Campbell (Edinburgh: At the University Press, 1952). Chapters
2 to 4 discuss justice as a divine attribute and as universal virtue in the light of
the classical philosophical tradition and its Christian re-statement. Extensive documentation from Plato and Aristotle, the Bible, the Fathers, and medieval and
scholastic theologians shows how justice, both as divine attribute and as universal
virtue, was not opposed to mercy and charity but could even be regarded as their
source (pp. 30-33). According to Del Vecchio, the concept of justice as universal
virtue "expresses only the requirement that that shall happen which ought
(ethically) to happen, that there be an exact correspondence between the fact
and the norm which applies to it. (P. 18, his emphasis. The similarity with Anselm's
notion of rectitudo and of justice is apparent.) On the biblical foundations of
this development, d. pp. 8-10 on God's justice and fidelity, and p, 30 on "redeeming justice and the highly theological concept of justijicatio." Anselm's Proslogion
(ch. 10) is cited on p. 28 as an illustration of the "different metaphysical character"
which Christianity gave to justice, "in as much as it represents it as the expression
and fulfilment of a transcendent and omnipotent Will, in which justice is fused
with wisdom, goodness and pity." (P. 24) I believe that this traditional notion of
justice as universal virtue governs Anselm's understanding of justice and its specific
application in the Cur Deus Homo.
For a similar but briefer presentation which emphasizes the Augustinian contribution, cf. Crouse, op. cit., 114-18. Eugene R. Fairweather refers to H. Denifle's
Die abendliindischem
Schriftausleger bis Luther fiber Justitia Dei (Rom. 1, 17)
und Justijicatio (Mainz: Kirchheim, 1905) for the medieval interpretation of
divine justice. Cf. A Scholastic Miscellany: Anselm to Ockham, ed. and trans ..
Eugene R .. Fairweather, Library of Christian Classics, 10 (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1956), p. 80, n.36. For contemporaries of Anselm, d. Denifle, pp. 28-39.
For a contemporary exegete's judgment of Proslogion 10, cf. Stanislaus Lyonnot,
De Peccato et Redemptione, II: De vocabulario redemptionis (Rome: p()lltJii •.1I1
Biblical Institute, 1960), p. 102.
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The all-just God is non solum bonus creator, sed et potentissimus
dominus et sapientissimus rector omnium.15 Created beings cannot exist
except through his knowledge of them,46and once brought into existence,
they are not left to the guidance of some lesser being or to the whims of
47
chance, but are ruled and ordered by him who gave them existence.
The effect of God's wise ordering is the ordo congruus universitatis
rerum,18 and its maintenance through the several rectitudines of the
various orders of creation constitutes what Anselm calls the honor dei:
When the particular creature, either by nature or by reason,
keeps the order that belongs to it and is, as it were, assigned to it, it
is said to obey God and to honor him, and this applies especially to
the rational nature, to which it is given to understand what it ought
to do. When it wills what it ought to will, it honors God-not because it bestows something on him, but because it keeps its own
place in the universe of things and maintains the beauty of that
universe as far as in it lies.41l
Each nature in the universe, "right" because of its very existence, is
"right" in its activity when it does what it ought; and this "honors"
God because it demonstrates the subordination of all things to his will
and disposition. The created ordo of debita and rectitudines is the reflection of God's creative wisdom and rectitudo.
Pre-eminent among created natures is the rational nature of angels
and of men. Of creatures on earth man alone does what is right because
he knows it to be right. Further, while all creatures do the win of God
in doing what they ought, only man knows that in doing so he is doing
the will of God.50He was created rational and just so that he might be
able to distinguish and choose the good from the evil and especially
that greatest of goods, God himself.Gl The love of God, supreme justice,
makes it impossible for man to spurn what is just or to choose what
is unjust;52 and loving God above all things, he is assured of receiving
nothing less for reward than supreme goodness itself.53 The attainment of God, as it win involve the joy of the whole of material creation,54 will also mean for man the attainment of all that he justly
Monol., 80; I, 87:7-8.
De concordia, I, 7; II, 258:1-2.
47 Monol., 80; I, 86-87.
48 De conceptu, 6; II, 147:1&-1949 CDH, I, 15; II, 72:31-73:6.
50 Cf. De libertate, 8; I, 220:21-22.
51 Monol., 68; I, 78-79; CDH, I, 9; II, 61:29-30; II, 1; II,97:5-7.

4G
46

52
53
M

Monol., 78; 1,84:21-22.
Ibid., 70; I, 80-81.
CDH, I, 18; II, 79:28-80:8.
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desires: beauty, swiftness and strength of body, long life, melody,
pleasure, wisdom, friendship, harmony, honor and riches, security and
joy.55

universe. Since it is impossible for a will once become unjust ('WI' lI,v
its own efforts to recover its original rightness, a sinner beCOIi1C~1 till
slave of sin Un 8:34) and non potest non peccare.03 Finally, tll
absence of the required justice also means the frustration of God's
purpose for man, for a sinner cannot enjoy the eternal life that is
the love of God.64
The preceding pages have outlined the notion of justice that is
generally operative in Anselm's 'Works.Justice is rightness of will, where
"rightness" is measured by conformity to God's will and the order he
has established in things and persons. There is an extremely close and
ontological relationship between debitum, rectitudo, iustilia, ordo, and
honor del, and each of these is affected by the introduction of that
evil that is man's sin. This presentation must be kept in mind in studying more closely the iustitia del that wills the incarnation and the
atoning death of the God-man.

To achieve the goal for which he was created, man was made in a
state of original rightness:
For when a will was first given to rational nature, it was-in
the first moment of the giving-turned by the Giver towards that
which it ought to have willed; or better, it was not first given and
then turned right, but it was originally made right; and as long as
the will stood firm in this rightness in which it was made (and
which we call truth or justice), it was juSt.56
This original integrity included the proper subordination of man's
other capacities to his reason and will. Man's voluntas beatitudinis was
under the governance and guidance of his uoluntas iustitiae.57 And this
internal order of the just man, in whom all is as it should be,58 is the
special image and mirror of the rectitudo voluntatis of its Creator.s"
Into this harmonious order of rightness of nature and of will, sin
enters, not as anything positive but as the absence of a rightness that
ought to be present, the rightness of will which is justice.GO As justice
is right order in the will, sin is basically disorder, the inordinate desire
of angels and of men to make their wills supreme and autonomous by
withdrawing them from subjection to God's will. It is the desire and
attempt to become like God, whose will alone is subject to no other's.Ol
To the descendants of Adam original sin is transmitted by generation as the debitae iustitiae nuditas and its accompanying beatitudinis
nuditas.62 A rightness that God had intended for man, which he had
given him along with his rational nature, has ceased to exist in God's
55 Prosl., 25; I, 118-20. The list helps a bit to compensate for the detached
rigor of Anselm's presentation of moral responsibility. For study of the "personalistic" elements of Anselm's thought, cf. the articles already cited by Nedoncelle,
von Balthasar, and Fairweather.
1i6 De casu diaboli, 9; I, 246:26-30. On Anselm's notion of original justice, d.
J. B. Kors, La justice primitive et le peche originel d'apres s. Thomas (LeSaulchoir:
Kain, 1922), pp. 23-36; J. Gross, "Die Natur- und Erbsiindenlehre Anselms von
Canterbury," Zeitschrift fur Religions- und Geistesgeschichte, 13 (1961) 25-:45.
57 This positive statement is derived by con trast with the results of original
sin in man as stated in De conceptu, 5; II, 146:16-19.
1i8 Cf. De concordia, III, 13; II, 287:18-21.
1S9 Cf. Monol., 67; I, 77-78.
60 De casu, 9-11; I, 246-51; De conceptu, 5; 146-47_
61 De casu, 4; 1,240-42; CDH, II, 9; II, 105:22-24_
62 De conceptu, 24,27; II, 166:17-19, 170:15-23; cf. De casu, 16; 1,259-62,
especially 260:2, where the will is called debitri,; iustitiae.
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Divine Justice in the Cur Deus Homo

The first important statements on "redemptive justice" occur in
what might be called Anselm's "demythologization" of some traditional
views of the atonement. Some of the rhetoric of redemption-language
speaks of God's liberating man from sin, from his own wrath, from
hell and the devil's power. But, argues Boso, to whom Anselm gives
the task of excluding the older views, since all this depends untimately
on God's will, "liberation" cOiIld hardly have required the indignity
and pain of the incarnation and death of Christ: if God created by
simple command, surely he could also have "liberated" man in the
same way. If he is that powerful and yet chose the way of incarnation, how can his wisdom be vindicated to unbelieversj''"
Nor can one escape the problem by appealing to God's sense of
justice on the view traditional since Irenaeus that the devil had won
certain "rights" over man which even God had to respect. On this view,
the incarnation was necessary to provide the opportunity for the devil
to overreach himself by inflicting suffering and death on the perfectly
just Christ and so forfeit his just dominion over man." Anselm vigorDe libertate, 12; I, 224:1; CDH, 1;·7, 11,58:9-11.
CDH, I, 10; II, 67:12-19; I, 24; II, 93:7-9.
65 CDH, I, 6; II, 53-55.
66 On the contemporary vigor of the "right of the devil" theme, cf. R~ W.
Southern, op, cit., pp. 87-97, 357-61·and D. E. De Clerck, "Questions de soteriologie
medievale," RTHAM, 13 (1946) 150-184. For an -example, cf. Gilbert Crispin,
Disputatio Judaei cum Christiano: "Nihil enim in Christo suum hostis imienemt;
• .. Qua igitur praesumptione injusta mars in eum [erendo deliquit, in quo nihil
63
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ously denies the relevance of this kind of "justice" in God; the devil
and man are both entirely under God's sovereign rule, and redemption
is not a matter of God's "pleading with his own creature, concerning
his own creature, in his own affair."67 The devil's activities are unjust
from the start, and he cannot justly claim rights over anyone. If there
is any justice involved in the punishment the devil does inflict on man,
it. is not the devil's justice but the just judgment of "God's incomprehensible wisdom, which orders even evil things for good.?"
Anselm's break with the traditional view of the justice of God involved in the incarnation requires him now to look elsewhere for the
"necessity or reason" that led God to redeem man by way of the incarnation and death of Christ. If "justice" comes into play, it is not
a justice that would counterpose God and the devil in a transaction
between equals.
Having set aside these inadequate interpretations of the reason for
the incarnation, Anselm begins to state his own by view by discussing
the meaning of sin. If man acts justly and fulfils his role in God's
universe by rendering to God what he ought, namely, the subjection
of his every will to God's will, then "sin is the same thing as not to
render to God what he ought."69 As the faithful fulfilment by the
ranks of creatures of their several responsibilities gives God the honor
of a rightly ordered and functioning universe, so also man's sin takes
that honor from God. Man's sin "disturbs the order and beauty of the
universe.i't? Nor is this "theft" of God's honor a minor thing:

of the beauty and order by which it was intended to reflect (JmP
goodness and wisdom.
It is not as if man's sin had taken something from God himself;
his honor is incorruptible and absolutely unchangeable." What man has
robbed from God is that honor of his which divine iustitia maintains
in the ordering of things." Quite simply, what sin has taken from God
is his purpose for mankind."
Now, Anselm argues, it is impossible for such a situation to continue uncorrected. If God does not re-integrate man into his universe
in some way, "there would arise a certain ugliness derived from the
violation of the beauty of order, in the very universe which God ought
to regulate, and God would seem to fail in the direction of the universe."70 Because both these consequences are indecentia, they are impossible. What is at stake is the wise disposition by which God etiam
mala bene ordinat,77 "so that not even evil might remain unordered
within the realm of omnipotent wisdom.1I78
To permit man to take from God what is God's and to repay it
should of all possibilities be least tolerated; and because it is least
tolerable, it cannot be justly tolerated. God ought not tolerate such
abuse of his honor, and so it is an act of his justice, the highest justice,
to see to the restoration of his honor in the right ordering of things.
If God does not see to this, he is either unjust to himself or powerless
to accomplish it; and since neither of these alternatives can be accepted, God must act to restore his honor.t"
The form of this argument should be noted. It moves from the
statement of the nihil minus tolerandum to the assertion nihil iniustius
tolerauo, and from there to the conclusion non deum debere tolerate
quo nihil toleratur iniustius, which grounds the positive assertion that
there is nihil iustius than for God to maintain his honor. The operative
notice of justice and injustice is the same completely general one already proposed in the Proslogion: iniuste fit quod non debet fieri. The
criterion of justice is simply what ought to be. No appeal is made to
a more particular scheme of justice. Justice here is still the "universal
virtue" that always does what ought to be done.

Indeed, the wisdom of an artisan is praised and proclaimed in
accordance with the worth of his work. To the extent, then, that
human nature diminished and stained in itself that precious work
of God which was to be the cause of his being glorified, to that
extent it dishonored God by its fault.71
In the creature especially made for himself, tam p1'etiosum opus eius,72
God's creative purpose is frustrated, and the universe loses something
suum repererat, nihil omnino juris habebai, jure amisit eem jurisdictionem, quam
peccato primi hominis in hominem primum ejusque posteritatem obtinuerat." P.L.
159, col. 1023.
67 CDH, I, '1, 11:56:6-57:1, "cum suo, de suo, in suo."
68 CDH, I, 7j II, 57:12-13.
69 CDH, I, u, II, 68:10, "non reddere Deo debitum." The observations already made about debere and debitum in Anselm's thought (d. above, n.33) must
be kept in mind in reading the Cur Deus Homo.
10 CDH, I, 15; II, 73:8-9.
11 De concordia, III, 7; II, 273:26-274:1.
72 CDH, I, 4j II, 52:8.
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CDH, I, 15; II, 72:30-31.
CDIl, I.. 13; II, 71: 15-16.
75 CDH, I, 23; II, 91:8.
76 CDH, I, 15; II, 73:23-25.
77 CDH, I, 7; II, 57:13.
78 De casu, 25; I, 273:23; cf. also CDH, I, 3; II, 50-51, I, 20; 1I,86:21;
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..This.polnt .is central., for. the famous Anselmian disjunction, aut
satisjaciio aut poena, occurs as a distinction within this more general

necessity of such, satisfaction,' it should benotedthat
its necessity is
not that of strict, retributive justice-it is quite clearly distinguished
from such punishment-nor is it that of the necessity of the right order
of the universe--punishment could equally well rightly order the universe. Some other "reason" must make satisfaction "necessary."SCi.
Anselm finds this "reason" in turning again to what. man took from
God by his sin. "Did he not take away from God what he had intended
to do with human nature?"so In destining man for happiness with
himself; God has destined him to form part of the "perfect number"
of those. possessed of a rational nature who will be citizens of •the
Heavenly City. God has established a definite and perfect number of
these blessed spirits, and this number cannot fail to be realized.s" Man
was created both in order to replace the angels who had fallen and
for his own sake (pro se ipsa), in order .toround out the perfection
of the number God has established." Now, as the fall of the angels
had threatened the number of .the. elect God had decided upon, so also
the sin of man threatens to take from God the purpose for which he
created man.
It is at this point that the. second important, but less noticed
"either-or" of the Cur Deus Home becomes operative. For God not to
provide some way in which sinful mankind can be brought to the
place intended for man by God means either that God is unable to
complete the good work he has begun or that he has regretted that he
ever began it.80 The Proslogion had already established that God is
powerful enough to make good men out of evil men.90 And Anselm
insists over and over in the Cur Deus Homo that God's purpose for
man cannot fail.
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notion. Both satisfaction and punishment are ways :in which the divine
justice sees to the preservation of the threatened order of the universe,
but this "justice" is above the usual contrast between retributive justice and mercy. As the.Proslogion had established, mercy and general
justice are not antithetical. This point is fundamental for interpreting
the Cur Deus Homo, in which satisfaction is a work of God's mercy
and yet also of his general justice, a point that ·will become clearer as
we proceed.
The distinctive Anselmian position is that this general justice of
God cannot functiOn except through either satisfaction or punishment.
Anselm does not believe that. any other option .is open if sin is not to
remain a disorder within God's universe. Put positively; this means that
both satisfaction and punishment do order sin. How each does this must
now be studied.
God's honor had been violated because men had refused to acknowledge the sovereignty of his will over them. That sovereignty can be
re-established when a man "manifests due subjection to God, either by
avoiding sin or by paying for his sin" by satisfaction." But God's.
sovereignty is also acknowledged when God's punishment takes from
man what he could have had, namely, the blessedness God had offered
him, "for by taking it away God proves that the sinner and all that
belongs to him are subject to himself."81 "Hence, even though a man
or a wicked angel does not want to be subject to the divine will and
ordering, he is unable to escape it; if he tries to escape the will that
commands, he runs into the power of the will that punishes."82 And
in this way, "supreme wisdom redirects the very perversity of his will
or action toward the order and beauty of the aforesaid universe."83
Punishment, then, is one way in which God restores the order of
the universe; it is the way or strict, retributive justice, measuring
out appropriate punishments. It is the iustitia secundum nos of the
Proslogion, according to which it is just for the wicked to be punished
because it accords with their merits.s!
lustitia secundum nos, however, does not exhaust the possibilities
open to God's iustitia secundum se. There is another option,satisfaction. But in the argument by which Anselm seeks to establish the
CDH, I, 14; II, 72:9-11.
72:21,"22.
82 CDH, I, 15; II, 73:14-16.
83 Ibid., 73:17-19.
84 Cf. Prosl., 10; I, 108:27.
80

81 Ibid.,
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Unless God is going to complete what he began with human
nature, he made so sublime a nature for so great a good all to no
purpose. But if we know that God made nothing more precious than
the rational nature, created in order to rejoice in him, it is quite
foreign (valde alienum) to him to let any rational nature perish
altogether."91
For God to repent of this purpose for man by permitting it to fail is
85 For a good statement of this point, cf. Felix Hammer, Genugtuung und
Heil: Absicht, Sinn und Grenzen der Erlbsungslebre Anselms 1Ion Canterbury
(Vienna: Herder, 1967), pp. 121-28.
86 CDH, I, 23; II, 91:8.
87 CDH, 1,16-17; II, 74-76.
88 CDH, I, 18; II, 78:2-4.
89 CDH, I, 19; II, 84:11-13, cf. I, 25; II, 95:24-29.
90 Prosl., 9; I, 108:11-16; cr. De libertate, 10; I, 222.
91 CDH, II, 4; II,·99:3-7; cf.PrtJeli,. II.42-43;Ij
4;11,52:7-11;
II, 103:17; II, 16j II, 119:3-10.
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variously described as absurd, impossible, unfitting, inconveniens, and
the import of all of which is neatly summed up by Boso:
"You have shown by many necessary reasons, how the restoration of
mankind ought not (non debuisse) have been left undone."92 As God's
iustitia secundum se was described in the Proslogion in terms of what
befits (condecet) his goodness and thus "obliges" him, so also here the
indecentia and inconvenientia of God's purpose for man ever failing
make the restoration of man something that must (debet) be done.
This debere in God, however, must not be understood as deriving
from anything or anyone other than God himself, as Anselm himself
hastens to make clear. For he has Boso object of God (who in his
justice always does what must be done) "seems to be compelled to attend to man's salvation, by the necessity of avoiding the unseemly
(indecentiam) .111)3 If he saves us of necessity and for his own sake,
how can he be praised for his mercy? Anselm replies by comparing
God's plan for man to a man's free promise of some good to another;
his promise places the man under obligation but does not detract from
the graciousness and freedom of the gift. Similarly, if God is in some
way "bound" to complete what he began in human nature because "it
does not befit (non decet) him to fail in a good undertaking,"?' the
restoration is still to be attributed to his grace because the whole undertaking is "all for our sake and not for his own, since he is in need
of nothing."95 This is seen all the more clearly when we consider that
God was not unaware of what man would do; "despite this, in creating
man of his own goodness, he freely bound himself, as it were, to complete the good work once begun."DoIf we must speak of necessity in
all this, it is not so much the necessity of God's avoiding dishonor as
that of preserving his honor, and "this necessity is nothing but the
immutability of his integrity (Honestas), which he has from himself
and from no other."97 It is the necessity, "on account of his own
changelessness, for God's goodness to complete what he began for man,
even though the whole good that he does is of grace."9B
To recall the argument: since the order of the universe could be
restored even if God chose the way of punishment (poena), the reason
alienum,

92 CDH, II, 18;· II, 126:28.
93 CDH, II, 5; II, 99:18~19.
94 Ibid., II, 100:16-17.
95 Ibid., II, 100:17-18.
96 Ibid., II, 100:18-20.
97 CDH, II, 5; II, 100:24-25.
98 Ibid., 100:26-29. Cf. also II, 19; II, 131:16-17; "deus.1It hoc facerct quod
diximlls, nullatenus indigebat, sed ita ueritas immuiabilis exigcbllt."
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for the necessity of satis/actio must be found elsewhere and its motive
in something other than strict, retributive justice. This reason is found
in the fact that strict punishment, while preserving the order of the
universe, would also involve the failure of God's purpose for man, the
peopling of the Heavenly City. Now, God's immutable integrity, goodness and truth will not permit him to leave off a good work once
undertaken; and so it is necessary that another option be available,
an option Anselm finds in the way of satisfaction. What is at stake is
not only the honor of God that is the good order of the universe, but
also the honestas of God that is his fidelity to his gracious purposes.
The virtue by which God preserves each of these is his justice. When
God punishes, he is just both in the general sense and in the particular
sense of distributing what man deserves. When God acts to make man's
satisfaction for sin possible, he is just in that general sense which is
not opposed to mercy.
Certainly it is a different mercy from that free forgiveness which
Anselm regarded as too contrary to the justice by which God punishes
sin,99 but that does not make it any less a matter of mercy. In one
passage, the aut satisiactio aut poena is restated as ut esset qui puniretur aut cui deus misereretur.100 The mercy has consisted in the initial
creation and call to happiness and in the decision by which God determined himself to effect what man could not do.
Indeed, what greater mercy could be imagined than for God the
Father to say to the sinner, condemned to eternal torments and
without any power of redeeming himself from them, "Receive my
only-begotten Son, and give him for yourself," and for the Son himself to say, "Take me, and redeem yourself"?101
The necessity of the incarnation, and of satisfaction does not derive
from retributive or commercial justice, but from that justice by which
God's integrity always does what must be done, in this case, by which
he is faithful to his purposes for man. The fundamental notion of justice that underlies the argument for the necessity of satisfaction is
that of the all-just One who always does the right thing, whether the
rightness be intelligible in our terms (secundum nos) or be hidden in
the mysteries of his goodness (secundum se).
The question must be asked, however, why, granted that both satisfaction and punishment can be understood as workings of this divine
justice, they are the only possibilities. Anselm is never more severely
99 CDH,
100
101

I, 24; II, 93:25-29.
CDH, II, 16; II, 117:10.
CDH, II, 20; II, 131:29; 132:3.
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criticized than on this restriction of the alternatives; and it is important to try to determine his reasons for it.
In the first place, satisfaction is the act by which man restores
to God what he had taken from him (the due subjection of his will)
and in addition gives him more than he owed as a compensation for
the indignity man's sin had caused.102 Anslem uses three examples in
which it is taken for granted that man ought (debet) to make some
such compensation. Boso finds nothing to disagree with.
Secondly, satisfaction is a spontaneous act of compensation. In fulfilling his proper role in the universe, man sponte submits himself to
God's will and di$p-osition.lOs When he sinned, he sponte put himself
under obligation to repay what he had taken.P' And now the obligation
of satisfaction is that of sponte returning to God what he has taken.lotl
Satisfaction and punishment are contrasted as peroersitatis spontanea
satislactio and as a non satis/aciente poenae exactio.106 Similarly, when
God, who is necessarily just and gracious spontanea sua immutabilitate,107 decides upon the incarnation, the Son sponte wills to become
man108 and sponte, that is, not forced by his Father, by no necessity
and not out of any obligation.t'" wills to undergo death.P?
Thirdly, Anselm does not believe that sin can be rightly ordered
in God's universe without either punishment or satisfaction. "To remit
sin by mercy alone is the same thing as not to punish it. And since
to deal rightly with sin without satisfaction is the same thing as to
punish it, if it is not punished, it is remitted in a disordered state
(inordinatum) ."111The necessity of the disjunction is the necessity of
the restoration of order.
Fourthly, Anselm outlines two consequences if sin is remitted without punishment or satisfaction. For one thing, sinner and just man
would stand before God in the same position, and this is unfitting to
God. And for another, injustice would seem to be so above all law as
to resemble GOd.112
CDH, I, 11; II,68:14-69:2.
I, 15; II, 73:4.
104 CDH, I, 24; II, 92:21-22, 30-31.
1011 CDH, I, 14; II, 72:8-9; II,85:28-29.
106 CDH, I, 15; II, 73:19-20.
107 CDH, II, 16; II, 121:14.
108 CDH, II, 16; II, 121:9; II, 17; II, 124:7.
109 CDH, I, 8; II, 60:13-14; I, 9; II, 62:5-8; I, 10; II, 65:7; II, 18;
II, 127:29.
110 CDH, II, 18; II, 127:29;·II, 17; II, 125:3.
111 CDH, I, 12; II, 69:11-13.
.
112Ibid., 69:19-30.
102

103 CDH,
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At this point Boso objects that Anselm's own notion of God's transcendent and self-measured justice would seem to leave room for the
free forgiveness of sins. "For God is so free that he is subject to no
law and to no one's judgement, and so kind that nothing kinder can
be conceived, and nothing is right or fitting save what he wills.1I118
Since he is all-just, were he to remit sins freely, he would do so justly.
Anselm replies by restricting the freedom of God's justice to what is
beneficial, fitting and seemly. And since it would be unfitting to God's
dignity "to do anything unjustly or without due order, it does not
belong to his freedom or kindness or will to forgive unpunished the
sinner who does not repay what he took away.H114Things that are
unfitting do not become just because God wills them: rather the alljust God would never choose what is unfitting. Since disordered sin
is unfitting, God can never freely absolve the sinner.
It is obvious that in all this .discussion Anselm is taking for granted
what the modern reader feels is most in need of demonstration, namely,
that the free forgiveness of sin leaves sin disordered in the universe.
McIntyre remarks that "self-evidence" is relative to each generatlon.r"
and it certainly is the case that Anselm has not felt it necessary to
"prove" his major premise. Nor is it easy to determine what the presuppositions of his position are; at best there are only indications
throughout the work.
In one passage Anselm states that free forgiveness would mean
that man would be reconciled to God while still bearing "the reproach
of the outrage he inflicted on .God."llGThis outrage was his permitting the devil to overcome him, and it can be removed only by his
now conquering the devil. This can only be done by his using the
difficult death he had justly incurred as punishment for his sin as his
means of victory over sin. Free forgiveness does not involve man's
overcoming him who overcame him.
Again, Anselm argues that restored men must be equal to the original dignity of the angels they shall replace in the Heavenly City, and
this cannot be if they do not make satisfaction for their sin. Freely
forgiven men would not be on the same level as an angel who had
never sinned. "Truth does not allow them to be raised to equality
with the blessed."117
113Ibid.,

70:6-8.
CDH, I, 12; II, 70:27-30.
115McIntyre, op. cit., pp. 101-3.
116 CDH, I, 22; II, 90:17-18.
117 CDH, I, 19; II, 84:9-24.
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Further, for man to be admitted to paradise without satisfaction
would be for him to be admitted unwashed from his sin, like a soiled
pearl replaced unwashed in a precious [ewelry-box.P" Satisfaction, "the
spontaneous paying of what man owes," is here compared to a washing from the defilement of sin such that without it "man would not
be restored, not even to the state he held before his sin."1l9 It is
impossible for man to be loosed from sin (solvi a peccatov without paying back (solvat) what he took by sinning.120
Finally, were GOd freely to forgive man his sin, man would either
wish to repay what he had taken or not. If he wanted to but could
not, he would be unhappy. If he did not want to, he would be unjust.
In either case, he could not be blessed.P!
Now, these several arguments illustrate Anselm's presupposition,
namely, that man ought to have something to do with the restoration
of the universe he had disrupted by his sin. If man is freely forgiven,
he has done nothing: he has not overcome the devil who overcame
him; he is not equal to the dignity of angels because he has sinned
and never done anything to make up for it; he is unwashed of his sin
because he has not spontaneously paid what he ought. Free forgiveness
is not man's work at all; and man ought to do something. The foundation for this debitum satisjaciendi Anselm never explicitates. It has
been the central argument of this paper that debitum and the iustitia
that fulfils it are much broader in reference than purely juridical or
commercial rights and obligations. An "ought" 0 r debitum can exist
for reasons other than those that operate in cases of strict, retributive
justice. And, very tentatively, the following is offerred
the ground
for the "ought" of man's satisfaction for his sin.
Anselm's notion of man's justice is quite concrete; originally it
consisted in that integrity of character or rightness which God gave
him and by which he would spontaneously have done what he ought.
The effect of Adam's sin was the dissolution of that internal harmony
and subordination in which integrity consists. Justification is the regaining of such integrity; it accomplishes a shift back to the spontaneity by which a man always does what he ought. Now, if man has
no role in his own restoration-for
example, if it is solely the work
of God's free forgiveness-then
the only spontaneity man has ever
contributed to the universe is the spontaneity of his sin. But if he in

as

118 Ibid., II, 85: 6-33.
rrn Ibid., It, 85:28.32.
120 CDlI, 1, 19; 11, S6:1:1~l!1.
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Christ makes satisfaction, there is a human spontaneity for justice and
the additional spontaneity of an offering that was not even due, namely,
Christ's death. If man does nothing, then all he has ever been of himself is a sinner; and such a situation "ought" not exist.
It must be acknowledged that this interpretation
does go beyond
the explicit data. But unless Anselm is to be said suddenly to have
abandoned his usual understanding of justice and human responsibility
in favor of some legal or commercial understanding, then an answer
must be found in terms of the ontological and moral foundations that
support the notion of justice he elaborates in his works.
III.

Conclusion.

This paper has attempted an interpretation of the Cur Deus Homo
in terms of Anselm's formal definition of justice as rectitude voluntatis
propter se servata. The incarnation and atoning death of Jesus Christ
are chosen by the God who is integrity itself and they are chosen out
of the divine concern lest his most precious of creatures fail to reach
the destiny for which God had created him. The atonement is the
work of God's mercy and justice which, so far from being opposed to
one another, are related: God's justice in deciding upon the incarnation
is the unfaiIingness of his mercy.
It may be to the point to say that much of the difficulty subsequent
theologians have had with accepting Anselm's argument derives from
the peculiar methodological situation in which Anselm found himself.
His theology is the first consistent application of dialectic to the data
of faith. He was writing at a time when distinctions which subsequent
theology takes for granted were stilI being elaborated: distinctions between nature and supernature, philosophy and theology, reason and
faith. His different historical conditions make it a little more under. standable that he could have been more sanguine about the possibility
of "demonstrating" the mysteries of faith than theologians have b{'I'1I
who have written from a vantage-point he never enjoyed. 'I'he CUI'
Deus Homo reads very differently as an attempt to understand whlll
is already believed, that is, when by faith one starts off wll h tho jlld
that atonement has been effected through incarnation !Ind rI,'ill h. NIJ
theory of the atonement can ignore this fact, and whl'llil'l' II Ht 11'1I1[)I,'1
an understanding of redemption similar to AnlJ('hli ':1 or lilli, II wlll
have to account, as he attempted to, for tho rllel:; or (iod'il ItlV11, /IUII I VI
justice; of the Scripture's association of I1Ilffnr\1I1{ /11111 d{,1111t with lillI,
of the innocent Christ's suffering' IIwl dllll,1 Ii lu·(lillilll1f1 iii flul will lit
the Father. Perhaps tho tlhttincllvtl hi !llllllll (j lIr lit!' r'm III tH U/lJ1111
is that Anselm saw the rlllll1Nt 11(1dNIII.v.

